
As triglyceride in fats will be converted into solid in particular low temperatures. It 
uses advanced cooling technology to selectively target fat bulges and dissolve 
fat cells through a gradual process that does not harm the surrounding tissues, 
reduce unwanted fat, when fat cells are exposed to precise cooling, they trigger 
a process of natural removal that gradually reduces the thickness of the fat layer. 
And The fat cells in the treated area are gently dissolved through the body's 
normal metabolism process, to dissolve unwanted fat.

Cool Technology



CRYOLIPOLYSIS EQUIPMENT
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FreezeFats DoubleChin uses a  
cryolipolysis to reduced fat. The 
cooling procedure using 
cryolipolysis is fundamentally 
different from other non- or 
minimally invasive modalities, 
and it was approved as the 
most effective way to fat 
reduction.
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 freeze

Four handles can be used instead

Choose different sizes of handles based on 
fat thickness for better results.



Technical parameters
LCD Screen size 8 inch

Frequency 50/60 HZ

Power 450W

Unit weight 15.5KG

Voltage AC220V/110V

Cryo temperature range -11℃ ～ 5℃

Heat temperature range 37℃ ～ 45℃

Negative pressure 10Kpa ～ 80Kpa



1.Fat freeze fat reducing
2.Fat reduce, loss weight, body slimming
3.Soften hard fat tissue
4.Strengthen and tighten skin, body shaping
5.Body Shaping: tighten the loose-skin of arm,
waist, abdomen, and leg and pregnancy line.

Expected Results



Advantages

Cool and heat combination

Handle automatic recognized

Stable pressure

lowest temperature -11 degreeNon-invasive, no scar

Safe and no downtime

Advantages



Handle automatic recognized Cool and heat combination

The interface



About cool and heat combination

It combines the technology of heat and 
cool. According to our study and testing, if 
without heat, the skin is more easier to get 
burnt and more bruising. But if you treat 
with heat before cryo, the skin condition is 
better. Less bruising, no burnt and better 
result. That is the technology of 
combination of heat and cool.

Green Light:cool

Red Light:heat



double chin arm belly

hip waist thigh

Treatment areas



Unique double chin 
handle design, effectively 
remove fat from chin, 
arm, waist and other 
small body parts

Before
83CM

After
76CM

Normal state after use

Protect skin from frostbite



The real pictures



Simple

safe

easy to 
carry

Packaging and Shipping






